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Introduction
As the debt of the United States government has mounted, there have been recurrent calls for
adding a balanced budget amendment (BBA) to the U.S. Constitution.
However, drafting an acceptable BBA is
Cognizant of political and constitutional
difficult. One cannot merely copy
obstacles that may face proposed
balanced budget requirements from state
balanced budget amendments to the
constitutions because of the complexity
U.S. Constitution, Professor Natelson
of the federal financial system and
because deficit financing is so ingrained
offers here a new draft BBA for
in Washington, DC that conventional
discussion.
language likely would be evaded.
Moreover, the amendment must be
politically salable and consistent with the overall constitutional design. When measured against
such criteria, existing drafts suffer from significant, and sometimes crippling, defects.
In this paper, the author seeks to restart the process by offering a new draft for discussion.

1. Background and the Federal Debt Crisis
During the first half of the nineteenth century, state government overspending resulted in several
states defaulting on their debt—that is, those states effectively declared bankruptcy.1 In response,
Americans inserted in nearly all state constitutions requirements that the state annual or biennial
budget be balanced.2 These provisions forbid states from financing current expenses by incurring
debt extending beyond the budget period.
*
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Critics of these provisions sometimes point to fiscal problems in some states as evidence that
balanced budget requirements have no effect. The truth is more nuanced. Balanced budget
requirements differ from state to state: Some requirements are stronger than others. In Illinois,
for example, which is sometimes cited as a state in financial trouble, the balanced budget rule is
notably weak.3 On the other hand, empirical studies of all states over time have shown balanced
budget rules, especially stronger ones, do make a difference.4 Perhaps the best evidence, though,
is the overall experience of two centuries: Before state balanced budget requirements became
common in the nineteenth century, there were multiple state debt defaults. Since state
constitutional balanced budget rules became common, individual states sometimes have run into
financial difficulties, but there have been no mass defaults of the kind that afflicted America
during the 1840s.

Empirical studies of all states over time
have shown balanced budget rules,
especially stronger ones, make a
difference.

In any event, fiscal problems at the state
level pale in comparison with the
financial disaster many observers
believe is looming at the federal level.

The seeds of the crisis were sown in the
late 1930s, when the Supreme Court
ceased to enforce the Constitution’s principal limits on spending.5 This decision was applauded
by Keynesians, who argued governments should incur deficits in years of economic slowdown or
in other emergencies and run surpluses in years of prosperity.
Whatever the merits of that argument as a matter of economic theory, the political reality has
been Congress incurs deficits regardless of economic conditions. In the 78 federal fiscal years
beginning in 1940, Congress has run a deficit 67 times and a surplus only 11 times. The deficits
routinely have far exceeded even the largest surpluses.6 In fact, the budget has not been balanced
even once since 2001,7 which is why the debt now amounts to nearly $20 trillion. Efforts in
Congress to address the problem for the long term have failed repeatedly.
Because the federal government can create money to cover current deficits, it has been able to
postpone a nineteenth century-style debt crisis. However, almost everyone agrees the current
trajectory is not sustainable. Debate tends to focus on whether continuing to add debt is more
likely to provoke inflation, a currency crash, or merely a lower standard of living.
As a result, a supermajority of the American public believes a balanced budget amendment
should be added to the U.S. Constitution.8

2. A Balanced Budget Amendment
Adopting amendments requires following the procedures laid out in Article V of the
Constitution. To become effective, an amendment must be ratified by three-fourths (38) of the
state legislatures or of state conventions. To be considered for ratification, however, the
amendment must first be proposed. All previous amendments have been proposed by Congress,
and the same dysfunctions that impede Congress from balancing the federal budget also prevent
it from proposing a BBA.
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Moreover, experience at the state level teaches fiscal limitations proposed by legislatures tend
not to have much “bite.” In other words, their restrictions are weak and easily evaded. This
suggests even if Congress were to propose a BBA, it probably would have little practical effect.
Therefore, the most promising vehicle
Even if Congress were to propose a BBA,
for proposing a BBA is the “Convention
it probably would have little practical
for proposing Amendments” authorized
effect. The most promising vehicle for
in Article V. Historical and legal
proposing a BBA is the “Convention for
sources, as well as an 1831 Supreme
9
Court opinion, tell us it is merely one
proposing Amendments” authorized in
kind of “convention of the states.” That
Article V.
fact renders convention protocols and
composition rather clear, because
conventions of the states have been common throughout American history.10 Indeed, some
conventions of states have met specifically to recommend constitutional amendments, although
outside the formal structure of Article V.
To trigger a convention for proposing amendments on any particular topic, Article V provides
two-thirds of the state legislatures (34 of 50) must adopt resolutions (“applications”) demanding
Congress issue a call. A majority of state legislatures have adopted BBA applications,11
rendering it likely a proposing convention on that topic will meet in the next few years.
Some critics of both left and right fear such a convention will be open-ended and will allow for
changes in the very nature of the American regime. But there is almost no legal or historical
basis for that fear.12 A convention serving a governmental purpose is legally restricted to the
scope of its call. Thus, a convention for proposing a BBA will be limited to considering whether
to propose such an amendment and, if so, to drafting the proposal. The convention will not draft
on a blank slate. Precedents include the balanced budget provisions in state constitutions and
numerous suggested drafts for a federal amendment. This Policy Brief suggests ways to build on
the precedents.

3. Criteria for Drafting a Balanced Budget Amendment
Drafting a constitutional amendment is never easy, and state-level experience demonstrates fiscal
limits can be particularly difficult to write.13 Some of the difficulties are political. Others are
practical or semantic. Overcoming them requires adherence to at least the following criteria:

 The proposal should be written in a manner consistent with the Constitution’s text as
currently understood. One should not draft as if one were writing a new, free-standing
document.

 The Constitution is fairly concise, so complying with its style requires the amendment not
be too long. Moreover, lengthy amendments face obstacles to ratification by feeding
public suspicion and offering more targets for attack.

 To the extent possible, the amendment’s central terms should consist of words and
phrases appearing elsewhere in the Constitution.
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 The language should minimize opportunities for manipulation to evade the limits or
otherwise thwart the intent behind them.

 Thus, the wording of exceptions (e.g., “emergencies”) should not be such as to allow
exceptions to become the norm.

 Although all parts of the Constitution may come under judicial scrutiny, the amendment
should minimize the chances of judicial intervention. In a democratic republic, budgeting
is a quintessential legislative function.

 The amendment should not prejudice the outcome of unrelated constitutional
controversies.

 The amendment should not contain ineffective or counterproductive provisions.
 The amendment should not include baggage that impedes creation of the coalition
necessary to ratify.

4. The Text of the Amendment
The draft proposed here is set out below. The wording is necessarily technical, but a short
“translation” follows it.
Section 1. Every measure that shall increase the total of either the public debt of the
United States or the contingent public debt of the United States shall, after complying
with the requirements of the seventh section of the first article of this Constitution, be
presented to the legislatures of the several states; and before the same shall take effect, it
shall be approved by a majority of legislatures in states containing a majority of the
population of the United States as determined by the most recently completed decennial
enumeration pursuant to the third clause of the second section of the first article. Each
state legislature shall have power to determine its own rules for considering such
measures.
Section 2. “Contingent public debt” means the secondary public liabilities of the United
States. Any measure to increase total contingent public debt shall be presented to the state
legislatures separately from any measure to increase total public debt.
Section 3. Any purported increase in total public debt or contingent public debt after the
effective date of this article not approved in compliance with this article shall not be
deemed money borrowed on the credit of the United States pursuant to the second clause
of the eighth section of the first article nor valid public debt under the fourth section of
the fourteenth article of amendment.
Section 4. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution within seven years from the date of its submission to the
state legislatures or conventions in accordance with the fifth article of this Constitution.
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This article shall become effective six months after ratification as an amendment to the
Constitution.
In simple modern English, this means Congress must obtain approval of a majority of the state
legislatures, representing a majority of the U.S. population, before it increases the federal debt. It
also must obtain approval of the same majority before it commits the federal government to
paying debts others have promised to pay but fail to do so.
Controlling increases in debt in this manner has the necessary effect of forcing Congress to
balance its budget unless the state legislatures agree running a deficit is necessary.

5. How the Draft Meets the Criteria
A. Consistency with the Constitution’s text
The proposal generally meshes with the
The BBA proposed here generally meshes
Constitution’s style and language. For
with the Constitution’s style and
example, it uses the future, future
language. The proposal’s device of
perfect, and future imperative tenses in a
empowering state legislatures to perform
way not common in drafting today, but
as the Constitution uses them. The
a federal function also appears in the
proposal’s key terms appear elsewhere
existing document.
in the existing document. The device of
empowering state legislatures to
perform a federal function also appears in the existing document; consistently with established
case law,14 the state legislatures employ their own procedures for this purpose. The amendment
thereby preserves the rule that fiscal powers are legislative in nature.
Like the existing Constitution,15 the proposal provides cross-references to other parts of the
instrument. The specific cross-references in the amendment are located in the footnote below.16

B. Brevity
The length of the draft is well within historical norms for an amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
The following list compares the word count of this draft and the five longest amendments
previously adopted:
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Fourteenth Amendment: 423 words
Twelfth Amendment: 399 words
Twenty-Fifth Amendment: 388 words
Twentieth Amendment: 341 words
BBA Draft (including section tabs): 281 words
Twenty-Second Amendment: 162 words
Of course, legislation represents a way to carry out constitutional provisions, and legislation need
not be as brief as constitutional provisions should be. In a recent Heartland Institute Policy Brief,
for example, economists John Merrifield and Barry Poulson suggested adoption of a deficit/debt
brake to limit federal deficits.17 Although their braking mechanism is too complicated to insert in
the Constitution, a variation of it could be enacted as an implementing statute.

C. Use of constitutional and previously defined terms
Most BBA drafts rely heavily on terms without constitutional precedent, including, for example,
“outlays,” “estimated revenue,” “single subject,” “gross national product,” and “emergency.”

If drafters of an amendment use terms not
otherwise appearing in the Constitution,
they may add definitions, increasing the
amendment’s length. Or they may leave
them undefined, increasing the risk of
uncertainty, litigation, and official
manipulation.

If the drafters use terms not otherwise
appearing in the Constitution, they may
add definitions or leave them undefined.
If they define the terms, they increase
the amendment’s length. If they do not
define them, they increase the risk of
uncertainty, litigation, and official
manipulation.

Although the Constitution does not
speak of “outlays” or “estimated revenue,” it does speak of borrowing and debt,18 and a BBA can
be expressed in those terms. If the government does not add to its debt during a given period, it
has balanced its budget. Thus, one can achieve the same result by preventing debt increases as by
mandating that outlays not exceed revenue.
This draft takes the debt-limitation approach. By doing so, it assures all central terms except one
are terms that already appear in the Constitution. Those terms are: presented (derived from
presentation of bills to the president),19 public debt (appearing in the Fourteenth Amendment),20
state legislatures (appearing throughout the Constitution),21 enumeration (referring to the
census),22 legislative rules,23 and money borrowed on the credit of the United States.24
The sole significant exception is “contingent public debt.” Because this term is new, the
amendment defines it as “the secondary liabilities of the United States.”
This definition should offer no serious difficulties because secondary liability is a basic legal
concept taught in all law schools. Essentially, one is secondarily liable if one becomes liable only
if the principal debtor fails to pay.25 Examples of federal secondary liability are loan guarantees
such as those by the Small Business Administration and Department of Veterans Affairs, and
mortgage insurance by the Federal Housing Administration.26 Secondary liability also can arise
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from treaties or executive agreements by which the U.S. government serves as a surety for
payments by a foreign government.
The federal government’s secondary liabilities far exceed its direct primary liabilities; by one
estimate they are six times as large.27 This is a matter of great concern to many people, and this
proposed amendment provides for a way to check their rise. If, however, it becomes practically
or politically necessary to limit the BBA measure only to primary debt, this draft can be adjusted
with minimal effort. The result appears in the footnote.28

D. Minimize opportunities for manipulation
Experience at the state level shows politicians and judges often manipulate fiscal restraints so as
to impair their effect.29 Although no constitutional language is foolproof, it is possible to draft a
balanced budget amendment relatively less vulnerable to manipulation.
One way this BBA draft minimizes
Although no constitutional language is
opportunities for manipulation is by
foolproof, it is possible to draft a
employing existing constitutional terms
balanced budget amendment relatively
rather than introducing phrases without
less vulnerable to manipulation.
established meaning. In addition to
increasing legal clarity, appropriate use
of known terminology can create
positive incentives for enforcement. This is the effect of the draft’s denial of “public debt” status
to federal borrowing not duly approved under the amendment.
To explain: One way a government may avoid financial restrictions is to enact a revenue-raising
device and label it with a title different from those mentioned in the restriction. For example, a
de facto tax may be labeled a “fee” to avoid a tax-limitation measure. Under this draft, if
Congress labels a device anything other than “public debt,” then Congress renders the transaction
outside the constitutional power to borrow “on the credit of the United States” and admits the
obligation might be “questioned” (challenged) under the Fourteenth Amendment.
Moreover, unlike manipulable designations of “outlays” and “expected revenue,” the federal
debt limit is a concept established by practice30 and, more importantly, relied on by financial
markets. Raising the federal debt limit is usually a conspicuous public event and can lead to
lower credit ratings and higher borrowing costs. This draft BBA enlists the financial markets as
an enforcement mechanism by focusing additional attention and debate on raising the debt limit.
Finally, the requirement of presentment to, and approval by, state legislatures enlists those
legislatures as agents of oversight. Of course, Congress may attempt to influence state legislative
decision-making with bribes of grants in aid or warnings that in the absence of approval state
funding will be cut. On balance, however, state legislatures retain some incentives to limit
federal growth, simply because the more programs the federal government finances, the more
likely it impinges on the prerogatives of the states.
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E. Provide for exceptions without permitting exceptions to become the norm
One lesson of state fiscal restraints is that exemptions from the general rule should be provided
for procedurally rather than by attempting to define words such as “emergency.” Such words
may be difficult to define sufficiently, and they are subject to official manipulation.
In this draft amendment, the procedural mechanism for creating an exception is presentment to
the state legislatures and approval by a majority of them, in states representing a majority of the
American population. The approval mechanism was inspired by the proposed National Debt
Relief Amendment (NDRA),31 which has been endorsed by the state legislatures of Louisiana
and North Dakota.
NDRA, however, is open to the
objection the states approving an
increase in the debt might represent only
a minority of the U.S. population.
Accordingly, this draft adds the
requirement the approving state
legislatures contain a majority of the
U.S. population. To avoid manipulation
of population figures, those figures are
fixed by the latest decennial census rather than by interim estimates.

In this draft amendment, the procedural
mechanism for creating an exception is
presentment to the state legislatures and
approval by a majority of them, in states
representing a majority of the American
population.

State legislatures serve as the approval mechanism for several reasons. They include the
following:

 An alternative is to require a supermajority of both chambers of Congress, but the Senate
and House are of very different sizes and optimal supermajorities differ with the size of
the body polled.32 Obtaining optimal figures for each chamber would involve detailed
statistical work, and the results might change if either body changed in size.

 Under our system of government, borrowing is a legislative function, and one familiar to
state lawmakers.

 State lawmakers have some incentive to scrutinize expansions of federal power, including
fiscal power.

 Requiring congressional and state legislative action accords with the Constitution’s
character as, in James Madison’s words, partly national and partly federal.33

F. Minimize judicial involvement
Some state constitutions contain open-ended funding provisions that invite judicial intervention.
Thus, provisions mandating “adequate” or “equal” school funding have afforded judges pretexts
to take control over a considerable portion of the state budget.34
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Similarly, attempts to define words such as “estimated revenue” unwittingly invite the courts to
intervene. (Estimated by whom? Using what assumptions?) By contrast, an increase in the
federal debt limit is a relatively straightforward concept, monitored by financial markets. Under
this BBA draft, the determination of whether an increase in the debt limit is warranted is lodged
in the federal and state legislatures, not in the courts.

G. Avoid prejudicing unrelated constitutional controversies
A BBA should not decide more than the issue at hand. For example, the amendment should not
prejudice future constitutional challenges to particular spending programs.
Some BBA proposals concede a portion
A BBA should not decide more than the
of the economy to the federal
issue at hand. For example, the
government—say, 19 percent of gross
amendment should not prejudice future
domestic product (GDP). One objection
constitutional challenges to particular
to that approach is that it gives federal
judges a reason for construing the BBA
spending programs.
as a constitutional validation of those
federal spending programs in force
when expenditures were at or below that proportion of GDP. Colorable constitutional challenges
should be decided on their merits after a full hearing, not as the inadvertent result of bad drafting.

H. Avoid ineffective or counterproductive provisions
Over many years, we have learned a great deal from states’ experiences with fiscal limitations.
That experience demonstrates some provisions to be useless or even counterproductive.
Examples include revenue caps based on economic performance, untested substantive terms such
as “emergency,” and supermajority thresholds inappropriate for the assembly making a decision.
In particular, we have learned a supermajority that proves effective in a smaller body may
become counterproductive in a larger one.
This proposed draft avoids those defects by avoiding economic formulae, relying on language
with established meaning and on majority, rather than supermajority, decision-making.

I. Avoid provisions that, while attractive to some passionate conservatives or
passionate liberals, will prevent the coalition necessary for ratification
Conservatives drafting their ideal BBAs often suggest add-ons pleasing to them, such as
restrictions on taxes. Liberals have proposed balanced budget amendments with clauses that
exempt entitlement spending.
Such “bells and whistles” appeal to the conservative or liberal base, but they render impossible
the wide consensus necessary to obtain ratification by 38 states. That is why the draft amendment
proposed here is a “clean BBA”—that is, one without additional provisions. It also does not
require any supermajority consent.
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6. Conclusion
This draft balanced budget amendment is designed to renew and improve discussion, not to end
it. This draft assists the process of developing an acceptable BBA by identifying criteria for
drafting and suggesting ways to meet those criteria.
The difficulties in preparing an effective
and acceptable BBA trigger an
additional parting thought: Conventions
of states during and before the
nineteenth century consisted primarily
of state delegations of multiple
commissioners, acting without
significant technical support. Twentieth
century conventions of states were
composed somewhat differently.
Because they addressed some highly technical issues of law and engineering, they generally were
composed of only one commissioner per state, with each commissioner—and the convention as a
whole—enjoying the assistance of technical staff.35

This draft balanced budget amendment is
designed to renew and improve
discussion, not to end it. This draft assists
the process of developing an acceptable
BBA by identifying criteria for drafting
and suggesting ways to meet those
criteria.

Shortly before or after the call for a BBA convention, states might consider learning from the
conventions of the twentieth century. That is, they might send relatively small delegations, but
assist those delegations with expertise in legal drafting and state and federal government finance.
Additionally or alternatively, the convention might create relevant support committees for itself.
As in the twentieth century conventions, however, actual decisions would be made only by the
duly authorized commissioners, operating on the usual rule of one state/one vote.
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public debt.
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